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The Instruaent used In these seasuresientf was the
llould-fllled ionl^etlon ch&Eber developed by U» A,
VanDllla. Some modifications of the design of the
chaiaber and the co-axlal connection to the electrome-
ter restilted in Improved sensitivity, accuracy, end
ease of use with no significant ehaage In stability.
The scattering measureiaents were UBRde using a Co
source of about 3 kc activity. The scattering materials
used were water, aluialnum, iron, and lead. Two types
of scattering from a sessi-infinite medium were inves-
tigated: 1) side-scattering, in which the scattering
BediuB was below and parallel to the plane of the
source and detector; 2) back-scattering, with the sourci*!
in contact with the surface of the scattering Bediuia.
The back-scattering Beasurements indicate an in-
crease in scattering with decreasing Z from lead to
aXuminuiB, with a decrease in scattering for water; the
concept of an 'image" source is developed to explain
this effect.
The side-scattering measureaeats indicate that
this effect is e strong and complex function of the
atoiaic nuBiber of the scattering laaterial, the separation
TDAHTSrU
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of the source and detector, and the separation of the
siirf&ce of the scattering medluiB frora the plane of the
source and the detector, Furthermore, the finite slse
of the detector has a confsjidepsble effect. Curves are
presented Illustrating these effects and qualitative
explsiiRtlons are offered.
Thesis Supervisor! Bobley D. Evani
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A. Statement of Problem
The object of this thesis is to investigate the
problem of multiple Y-ray scattering from various
semi-infinite media using a llruid-filled ionization
chamber. Experimental results can be compared with
those obtained by other investigators studying scat-
tering in infinite media in the hope that a correla-
tion may be obtained which will permit the use of re-
sults from experiments with semi-infinite media in
the Drediction of scattering effects in infinite
media. This would greatly facilitate the study of mul-
tiple scattering in solid materials if adequate cor-
relation can be obtained.
B. Introductory Bernards
Investigation of the effects of multiple scat-
tering of Y-rays In infinite solid media is handicapped
by the necessity of using large masses of material and
boring holes in the material in order to place the
source and detector inside the medium. This results in
perturbations of the medium which may be of considerable
importance in the case of heavy material j in which
-©1 lo 9.NJ f<i:j wi^fi'isq Ix-Lw :io oi^J-cio fed : :.ciJ
-100 '^ .'"T^^f;*- Igii
•xl^ ©ouiq o^ TODio rrl iBxisi- .alori j^niiotf
photons hsve short mean free paths. Furtheriaore, the
experimental set-up Is complex and tinwleldy. It would
be deslreble to establish s correlation between experi-
mental results obtained using infinite and semi-infi-
nite media In order to fecillt^te studies over a wider
range of materials in order to obtain experimental data
on the effect of atomic number on multiple y-ray scat-
tering. To this end we investigate scattering from
semi-infinite water and aluminum media and compare the
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resiats with those obtained by White ^-^^ and VanDilla^"^^
using an infinite water medium and those of Gray
using an infinite aluminum medium and attempt to estab-
lish the desired correlation. If successful the results
could then be applied to data obtained from iron and
lead as well.
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II. THE lOflll^ATIOI? CHAMBEH
A. Construction
The decane-fllled ionlzetion chamber which was
used to measure the effect of y-ray scattering by
various materials is shown in Fig. 1. With the excep-
tion of the shell this is the sane chcjsber which was
designed by K. A. VanDilla, ^ ^ who has described some
of its chars-cteristics and has used it to measure the
penetration end diffusion of y-rays in a large water
Bediua.
The chamber is constructed entirely of luclte, ex-
cept the two Teflon (tetraflnoroethylene polymer) in-
sulators. Teflon, according to the raanufactixrer, E. I.
DuPont de Nemours and Co, , has a surface resistivity
of 3,6 X 10 ohms and a volume resistivity of 10 ohms
at 100 percent relative humidity. Surface contact be-
tween the horizontal surfaces of the insulators and the
lucite is minimized by the bevel in the lucite sur-
faces. The entire center electrode, the inside surface
of the guard-ring section, and the inside surface and
top edge of the shell are made electrically conducting
by painting with Aquadag, one of the several dispersions
of colloidal graphite made by the Acheson Colloids
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Corporation. CoBslderftble care is necessary to obtain
a coating over the shiarp edges of the bevelled e\jr-
faces.
Since iuiiauag chips off ©esily, aeveral other dis-
persions were tried. Dag Dispei-sion No. 19^^,, which con-
tains a lacquer solvent cxjid a binding agent, was found
to produce r low resistance coating rhich did not chip
off readilyj but decane attacks the binder to the ex-
tent that the coating can be wiped off with little effort.
Tor fear that the decane filling would become cont&raina-
ted ^Ith colloidal graphite &nd exhibit excessive con-
ductivity, the u.'^e of Pag No. 194 was restricted to the
threaded portion of thR guard-ring section, where mes:l-
mvtn adhesion of the coating is needed.
Lucite is chemically resistant to decane and to
toluene, the solvent used to remove Dag Ho. 194, whereas
polystyrene, which is almost identical with lucite in
physical appearance, is softened almost immediately by
toluene. YenDilla reports that polygtyrene slowly swells
when in contact with decane, hence hi3 use of lucite for
the chamber parts; hov/ever his shelx wiiich we replaced
was attacked by toluene.
The initial reasons for replacing the shell xfere
1) that the center electrode extended well belov^ the cen-
-non iioxiivy ,^'t:'i .c, fioj"2'i9<{cij:u ^^', - ."^nxij ^-xo;: snoxtviyq
qir(r> .t^rr Mh liolrT'v -. rTi::t£;on •5-:'^i-rp.t'=.^^,<^*r vol p. snrr^oTq o:*
<"noo 9vl«R90X* vtlrfirfxs bc\n ©v^Mfjiv,^ r,i^ IjabioIIoo fi:*ivf bed"
sdd" o;f bdd"oJtT:tR9'r pjjt?- ^PI ,oY ^enCi 1o 9*mj sii^ t^itJtvli+Difb
ni sctXouX rid-iw Ij5oX:tn9bi: cfaornXs aX fioJtnw ^*n&T-^«t«\'XcKi
^cf YXe.tBlbft-.'^'J: <t ^ orrr/ --^ f>e'T'^:t'toe *X ^!?»rfi::Tr*!C'2's XsoX^yrla
lol ©^XoiiX lo t t ©onexl 49n£0©b ci^Xw :foiiSnoo a± nedw
•l»w XX«xlE ©ricT snxo^Xqsi tol snoeaei Xsi;t±fli odT
-noo «^-^ • '^rJu r;.:»?r. 5©bn8ixa ©boioosi© ledrreo oflcf d-sn^t (X
ter of curvature of the spherical portion and 2) that
the shell had been left filled with radioactive decane,
which was used by VanDilla in an attempt to obtain an
absolute calibration of decane-filled ionization chamber^
The new shell has a sensitive volume of about 2 cc and
a wall thickness of 1/B*'.
B. Electrical Circuit
The electrical circuit and the electronic compo-
nents which are used with the ionization chamber are
shown schematically in Fig, 2, An electrode for apply-
ing a collecting voltage across the shell is made by in-
serting a thin strip of aluminum foil around the inside
of the shell at the top, with a projection sticking out
for attaching a clip-lead from the battery bank. The
shell can then be slipped onto the guard-ring section,
and the mechanical fit is tight enough to hold the shell
In place. A film of paraffin is deposited over the
joint to inhibit evaporation of the decane filling. The
lower Teflon insulator acts to seal off the shell in-
ternally.
The instrument used to measure current output of
the chamber is a vibrating-reed electrometer^^-' made by
the Applied Physics Corporation, Pasadena, California.
,eni30«?5 ?!Tltt>:'-ctK'5T ff;t-hf bi?ilil .I'l'^J rf©*>^ barf II©ri8 sfl^t
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8This Instrtiment consists of 1) a heed amplifier unit,
containing a vibrating-reed capacitor, C , driven by
the output of a Wien-bridge oscillator and 2) an ampli-
fier-rectifier unit. Whenever a charge, Q, exists on
the capacitor C^, the variation in capacitance produces
an alternating voltage at £ frecuency of about J^50
c.p.s. This voltage is amplified and is rectified by
means of a synchronous rectifier. A d-c output voltage,
V, is produced at the cathode of a cathode follower,
and a voltage divider network is used to apply a portion,
V^, of the output voltage to one side of capacitor C
,
end opposite in polarity to the d-c voltage on C . The
initial charge, Q, divides between C^ and C^ so that
V C V
where A is the aaplification of the eysteia. Then
A is about 1000 and C and C are 25 fijif and 10 m^f re-
spectively. Thus Q is practically independent of the
actual value of A and is approximately C V~.
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In order to measure currents less than about 10
amps, the rate of charge method is used; but for larger
currents a more convenient method is to use the resistor
'llqmB as (S bxifi ioSb11Xo&o •jblicf-nslW 4 lo ;;^ijq;fi:;o 9tii
no «*8lxo ^p ,a8T«do s tATenafiW .^tixui lelll^foei-iell
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H and record the output voltage as a trace on the recor-
der ehe.rt. In the course of these experiments only
the latter method was used. The resistor R is a Vic-
11toreen high-meg resistor of about 10 ohias. The trace
on the Esterline-Angus recorder is a record of the in-
stantaneous current, and the statistical average can be
estimated by observing the trace over the period of the
measurement. When a steady current I flows into the
electrometer, a steady state is reached, and all the cur-
rent flows through resistor R and the feedback network
to groiind. Since 10 ohms is very much greater than
the resistance in the feedback network,
IK 4. V^ « §^ = - j^ and IP « -V^(^ ^ ^ ) = -V^ .
The electrometer reads "up scale" when the shell is nega-
tive with respect to the center electrode.
The resistance network in the cathode circuit of
the cathode follower consists of two branches, one of
which contains the voltage divider network and th® other,
which contains the electrometer niilliamirieter and cali-
brating rheostat. The recording milliammeter is in-
serted in series with the latter, and the rheostat is ad-
justed by comparing the milliammeter readings with the
voltage from the potentiometer inserted in series with
'ifjei i»iivj iic tiO.--
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the feedback network. Both millieTim'eters hsve a full-
scale deflection of 1 tpb. Full scele deflections of
1 HIV, 10 lov, 100 mv, end 1000 mv are obtained by taking
the feedback voltage, V^, from four positions on the
voltege divider. ITien the feedback voltage is increased
by a factor of 10, the gain of one of the amplifier
stages is reduced by a factor of 10, keeping the overall
gain constant.
Since it i? difficult to read the rcale of the re-
corder with a precision better than about 0.5 percent
of full scale, s precision potentiometer made tj the
Rubicon Co, of Philadelphia is used to apply a known
voltage in series with the feedback voltage. The vol-
tage IR can be balanced out with an accuracy of about
0,4 percent by this method, and small chfnges can be read
conveniently froc the recorder trace ^fith a precision
which is theoretically 0.5 percent of the full-scale
deflection chosen. Actually a point of diminishing re-
turns may be reached as the full-scale deflection is de-
creased because of the fluctuations in current. A 3v
battery supply in the potentiometer is balanced against
a standard cell, and the output voltage is continuously
variable from zero to about 1600 mv. Since only the
small current from the ionization chamber flow* in the
9Ci& no 8fsol;tJEoq iiroT: iitoil ^^V 107 t
-SI 3.'^ to si •^1 o.^ iiuoltJtb ^.I :' : -.,.•]:?.
-lev srfT .'^3^.tlc.7 -91 ailt .rf:t ^ Jt--^ / .tie
7
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v.. ..tasiiKTD ill anol;fi»ijJ"i>i;Il ^uv id
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feedback loop when the current Is constant, the poten^
tiometer operates under essentially no load, as it
must for Its calibration to be correct.
The head amplifier unit should not be subjected to
strong penetrating radiation, because some of the ions
produced in the relatively large air spaces in the head
are collected and constitute a background current. To
avoid the necessity of shielding the head a 15" length
of coax is used to connect the chamber to the head am-
plifier unit. This unit is mounted to the under side
of a wooden stand so that the bottom of the chamber is
about 60 cm from the floor. As originally used by Van
Dilla, this coax consisted of an outer tube of aluminum
alloy and an inner conductor of the same material held
in place by two Teflon insulators. Although the center
electrode is never at a potential of more than 1 mv
with respect to ground by virtue of the feedback circuit,
there are contact potentials between the inner and outer
conductors which collect ions produced in the air
spaces. To avoid these spurious currents as much as
possible, we replaced the inner conductor of the coax
with a stiff tungsten wire sealed into an evacuated sec-
tion of pyrex tubing. The glass tubing fits snugly in-
side the outer aluminum conductor, and insulation between
Oit b«d!-09t<Jt;a scf &on bl.ycr(8 .-tlnu lellllcrffl/-. njssrt
oT .ctngiiwo bm/oTgaJo/Jcf s »^uO-i>t8no!) baa fesJ-osIIoo sts
©Ms isbrus 9ff:t o:t fod.+r" ': ^I i^lnu zhiT ,^Xmj lel'illq
f^r^r! r.-. 'r.r •,.; ,,•^,v-,r^ «-, ,^- .,-,,^ VoXJjB
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inner and outer conductor is obtained by the tapered
glass seals at each end of the glass tube, A spring-
loaded contactor in the head amplifier unit makes con-
tact with the tungsten wire through two flat brass discs,
one of which is soldered to each of the contacting parts.
Contact at the chamber between the tungsten wire and
the center electrode is achieved by having the ends of
each conductor enter the upper Teflon insulator far
enough to compress a small metal spring. Electrical con-
tinuity is maintained between the case of the head am-
plifier and the guard-ring section through a brass cup
which slips into the head and to which the aluminum tube
is threaded and through the threaded aluminum-to-graphite
joint at the g\iard-ring section. Shielding is thus ob-
tained all the way to the sensitive volume of the shell,
and a minimum air volume is achieved by the evacuated
coax and the large body of the center electrode, which
nearly fills the guard-ring section.
The groiand terminal of the battery bank is connec-
ted to the case of the head amplifier. Shielding of
the high voltage lead to the electrode at the shell is
obtained by enclosing the batteries in a metal box and
using a shielded lead to the shell. The purpose of the
RC network across the battery bank is to reduce battery
r..oi3o - id baa isilxiq
-
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noise, but removal of this network has no noticeable
effect when the batteries are new. The battery bank
consists of 300v Sveres.dy No. 495 "E" batteries, with a
switch providing two combinations of batteries at either
positive or negative polarity with respect to ground,
C, Theoretical Basis
In order to understand why one might expect the re-
sponse of the decane-filled ionization chamber, in terms
of the current obtained by collecting the ions produced
when the chamber is irradiated with a y-ray flux, to be
proportional under certain conditions to the dosage rate
in roentgens per unit time at the position of the cham-
ber, we must discuss the definition of the roentgen and
the cliaracteristicR that an instrument must have in
order to measure this quantity.
The roentgen is defined as "that Quantity of X- or
y-radiation such that the associated corpuscular emission
per 0.001293 rm of air produces, in air, ions carrying
1 electrostatic unit of ouantity of electricity of either
sign", where 0.00129? gm of air is the mess of 1 cc of
dry air at 0°C and 760 psm Hg. This definition, like the
definition of the inch and the foot, was made not be-
cause one is particularly interested in the substance
3fni>rf v«i?a..+:t?4 ? .^^sn diis ssliei" 'r docile
1.'. - :e iAtiii +^ 8« fcaiij Jii^oi ©ifT
•ri;*- ': .noxcHni'iaS n. . - mrT OoV Mn 0*^0 ^r ^ f?>
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upon which the definition is based, in this case, elr,
but because it defines a quantity closely related to
the actual one of interest, in tills esse energy per gram
delivered, to living tissue, and which can bo measured
to a sufficient degree of eccuracy to be meaningful.
The choice of air \r&s made because it resembles soft
tissue in atomic coraposition and is s convenient medium
in whi.ch to make jHeasurements.
Several consequences of the definition are immediate-
ly apparent. In order to measure this Quantity a small
enough volume of air must be chosen so that the radia-
tion is constant over the voliime, and all the ions pro-
duced in an infinite medium of air by the corpuscular
radiations from this volume must be collected. Although
these conditions are never satisfied comT)letely in prac-
tice, close approximations can be obtained if the photon
energy is not too high. At energies lass than several
hundred kev the 'associated coriauscular radiation" is
secondary electrons whose ranges are small enough that
a "free-air" ionization chaiaber can be used. At higher
energies the so-called "air-wall" ionization chambers
are used, Kaye and Blnks, ^ ' and aore recently Taylor,^ '
have described these Instruments and their limitations.
The theoretical basis for the air-wall ionization
fiusTS • •. laii© »SBO eiuiJ" r-i , ^ . jc o^l;?;
-OT:q fjfloi &ri;^ JSh br^ »«»mtjIov ©.r j nci.t
- : :r;;sjLXco t-c jefjs: offijji-or el:ij jiO'i: tincu ^::D^i'y
noi;tBsJtno| Xisw-^ls or'? tc?^ 2j-.?Gd I.coi.-"e ' •-uf:^ erf?
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chamber was developed by Bragg, ^ ' Gray, ^ ' and others,
but it was Gray who put this technique for measuring
dosage on a sound theoretical and experimental basis,
and it is stated mathematically by the Bragg-Gray Law,
AE « JWf ,
where AE = yray energy absorption/cc of absorbing
medium/sec,
J = nuiaber of ion pairs forned/ce/sec in a
small gas-filled cavity in the absorbing
medium,
W « average energy expended per ion pair in
the gas,
f a stopping power of the medium relative
to the gas for secondary electrons.
The validity of this law depends on the fact that when a
homogeneous medium is uniformly irradiated, the intro-
duction of a small cavity into the medium leaves the at-
mosphere of electrons unchanged provided the range of the
electrons in the cavity is much greater than the dimen-
sions of the cavity. The value of B changes very little
with the nature and energy of the ionizing radia-lcn ^j~
tion and with the nature of the medium being ionized.
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The thickness of wall material of a chamber which
BBOst nearly approximates the conditions required for
the validity of the Bragg-Gray Law is that thickness at
which the primary photons have just reached equilibrium
with the secondary electrons. If the wall material has
the same atomic composition as air, then the current
obtained by collecting the ions formed in the gas-filled
cavity will be a direct measure of the dosage rate,
since at equilibrium the walls approximate an infinite
air mediiai and the number of ions produced per unit
volume is equal to the number of ions produced by secon-
dary electrons originating in a unit volume. Mayneord
(9)
and Roberts, ^^^ using small graphite-wall chambers of
various thicknesses, found that the maximum ionization
current produced by y-rays of FaB+C occurred at a wall
thickness of about J^. mm, with a variation of less than
1 percent from 2 mm to 6 mm. The build-up of ionization
current with wall thickness resembles the build-up of
daughter activity with time in radioactive decay, be-
cause the mean range of the primary photons and of the
secondary electrons is analogous to the mean life of the
parent and of the daughter in radioactive decay. Since
the mean range for photons is much greater than for the
secondary electrons, equilibrium is reached at a wall
•Bri IslTscfBiB Ilijw eri:t tl •shot::' oo&c »xfcf ri;tiw
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thickness of about the maximuffi range of the secondary
electrons. The wall thickness must of course be great
enough to prevent Ionizing particles which originate
outside the walls from reaching the cavity.
The question of whether or not the attenuation of
the photon flux by the chamber shoiild be corrected for
depends on how much attenuation would have occiirred
in the medium in the absence of the chamber. \?hen ab-
solute values of dosage rate are desired in air, this
correction may be appreciable. In the case of the A
mm wall thickness Mayneord and Roberts found a 1.7 per-
cent correction was required. In a medium such as
tissue, where the attenuation is much greater than in
air, an air-wall chamber filled with an air-equivalent
material such that the attenuation by the chamber was
about the same as by the original tissue would require
a negligible correction to read the average dosage
rate over that volume.
This is the motivation for the decane-filled cham-
ber. When the luclte shell is filled with decane, a
close approximation to a soft tissue medium is obtained.
We used this chamber in our scattering measurements
because Its sensitivity is about 30 times that of an
air-filled chamber of the same volume, enabling the use
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of a chamber of small volume without requiring large
source strengths which are Inconvenient to obtain and
to handle safely. The 1/8" lucite walls have a thick-
ness of 0.375 g/cm , while the maximum range of secon-
dary electrons is about 0.4,5 g/cm ^ ^ from the pri-
mary Y-Pays of Co , which was the source used in all
the scattering experiments. Both lucite and decane
are essentially air-equivalent materials, so that in
the sensitive volume of the chamber the number of ions
produced per second is proportional to the average
dosage rate in that volume, tMfortunately in liquids
and solids it is never possible to collect all the ions
formed; however if we coiild always collect a constant
fraction of these ions, the output current from the
chamber would be proportional to dosage rate. This
proves to be the case if the v-ray energy is not too
low and the flux not too high.
In liquids such as decane free electrons probably
are quickly attached to neutral molecules, and the ion
current consists mainly of positively and negatively
charged molecules. The mean free paths will be very
short, and the ions will acquire little energy in excess
of thermal energy. Some of the ions will be lost by
recombination, and this process can be divided into two
vl^vlv .4 to ^X'
viev eri Jliw arl.tsq 99rf.t in-
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general types: 1) initial recombination of ions formed
along the track of a single ionizing particle, and
2) general recombination of ions from different tracks
as the ions migrate due to their thermal motion and to
the influence of the collecting field,
Lea^ -^ has shown that the ions along the path of
an energetic, light, ionizing particle such as an elec-
tron form clusters along the path, and that the fraction
of Ions produced which recombine by initial recombina-
tion will be independent of the energy of the ionizing
particle. The large field strengths in these clusters
precludes an appreciable effect of the applied field.
As the electron energy decreases, the separation of these
clusters decreases, and eventually they will overlap
before much diffusion of ions can take place. The col^lm-
nar theory of Jaffe^ ' then applies, and the fractional
initial recombination is shown to depend on the energy
of the ionizing particle. In air at 100 atmospheres
pressure this effect occurs at about 1 Mev for electrons.
VanDilla has treated the diffusion equation which
describes the general recombination in plane geometry.
The fractional general recombination is found to be
proportional to d^/E^, where d is the electrode separa-
tion and E Is the applied field strength.
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D. Characteristics of the Decane->Fllled Chamber
1, Wavelength response
Using several yray sources and an X-ray source,
VanDllla was able to obtain a wavelength response curve
for the decane-filled chamber. This was done by com-
paring the response of the decane-filled chamber with
that of the air-filled chamber for each source. The
results show that the decane-filled chamber has a re-
sponse independent of photon energy from about 3.0 Mev
to ^00 kev. Below 4-00 kev the response falls off, and
is about 85 percent at 200 kev. This behavior indi-
cates that the cluster theory of Lea is indeed appli-
cable to the decane filling. Although we used a col-
lecting voltage of 1200v, while VanDilla used 600v, we
would expect no appreciable improvement in the wave-
length response*
2* Temperature response
VanDilla obtained a temperature response curve which
increases at about 0,8 percent per ^C from about 10 C
to J^O^C, Although we did not repeat this measurement,
we found that the ambient temperature variation of
several degrees during the daytime made it difficult to
obtain reliable data in the scattering experiments. All
0^01 tyo'i'B '^aoit 0^ ?«?" t! ** .0 >t.cf' «'Tj>ni
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scattering data was therefore obtained at night, s?hen
the temperature variation over a period of 4 or 5
hours was usually less than 0.3 C,
In addition to the steady-state temperature re-
sponse, the instrument exhibits a transient temperature
response which is in the opposite direction; that is,
a sudden cooling of the room by 5 or 6^C produces a
temporary increase in current reading which returns to
its new equilibrium value after about 10 minutes. The
origin of this effect was not established, beyond the
fact that it is not in the head amplifier or Victoreen
resistor and is present with both the air-filled and the
evacuated coax and with both the air-filled and the
decane-filled chamber. It may be caused by a change in
contact potential between the inner and outer conduc-
tors which charges and discharges the capacitance in
the circuit through the leakage resistance as temperature
equilibrium is reestablished.
3. Background
The background current of the decane-filled cham-
ber was lower than we expected. VanDilla found a back-
ground of 0.2 mv using a 10 ohm resistor, a collecting
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W« found backgrounds of about 0.4 lav using a 10 ohm
resistor, 1200v collecting voltage, and about 2 cc
sensitive volume. The decane was obtained from the same
source, Mr. E. J, Curtis, and although it may not have
been from the same lot, it received the same type of
supplementary processing. The improvement in background
may be due to the more nearly symmetrical geometry in
the spherical portion of the new shell, which probably
reduced the field strength in that portion even at
twice the applied voltage.
High backgrounds were obtained in the first few
attempts at filling the chamber with decane. A number
of changes were made in order to insure a clean filling,
so that the factors which produced a high backgro\md
are not known. The Dag No. 194- coating was changed to
Aquadag, as previously mentioned. The decane, which in
stock solution was stored in a glass, stoppered bottle
with a coil of sodium wire in the bottom to remove mois-
ture, was filtered into a clean, acid-washed glass bot-
tle and stoppered, without adding sodium wire. The
pipette used to introduce the decane into the shell
through the guard-ring section was acid-cleaned. The
cleaning process for all glassware and the Teflon insu-
lators was to wash with soap and water; soak in sulfuric
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acid and chromic oxide solution; rinse with tap water,
then with distilled water, then v/ith 100 percent ethyl
alcohol; and heat until thoroughly dry.
With these precautions the background immediately
after filling may be as high as 10 or 20 mv (l or 2
—13
X 10 amps), but after several hours it falls to 1 or
2 mv and for the next day or two continues to decrease
to a final value of about 0»A mv. This effect may be
due to small amounts of water or some other slightly
ionized substance which gradually is electrolized. The
stability at these high backgrounds remains Door for
several hours indicating that in addition there may be
charged colloidal particles in susiDension which are
rapidly pulled to the walls of the chamber and deposited,
4t^hgt&bility
The overall stability of the entire measuring sys-
tem is quite good. During the course of the scattering
60
experiments the source, about 3 mc of Co , was reposi-
tioned each evening. The following data were obtained
with a source-chamber separation of 20 cm, where failure
to duplicate the source position exactly has less ef-
fect than at closer distances.
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4/9/52 24.0°C 0.4-3 mv 59.5 my
4/10/52 25.3^C 0.4S mv 39.7 mv
VW52 23.8°C 0.3A mv 39.6 mv
4/15/52 24.4°C 0.35 mv 39.2 mv
4/17/52 26.0°C 0.40 mv 39.0 mv
The laaxlmum fluctuetions in these output
voltages are about + 0.4 niv as observed on
the recorder chart, and the readings are
the average over about 10 minutes.
The vibrating-reed electrometer is an extremely
stable and reliable instrument, vYhen it is being used
frequently, it should be left running continuously.
There is then only a slight drift in the zero setting
from day to day, and the drift during the course of
an experiment is usually negligible.
There is a slow, continuous decrease of the bat-
tery voltage in the Rubicon potentiometer as the bat-
teries age. When the potentiometer is turned off, the
batteries, as advertised, tend to regain their voltage.
A minimum drift rate is obtained by leaving the poten-
tiometer energized, so that there is a small continuous
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tages the magnitude of the drift may be appreciable
over several hours, and it is desirable to balance the
battery output against the standard cell at freouent
interval s«
J
There is a slow evaporation of the decane fill-
ing which necessitates refilling occasionally, ^?hen
the shell is filled to the top (with about 3 cc), eva-
poration to the bottor of the guard ring requires be-
tween one and two months. A decrease in sensitivity
would result if the level fell below the guard ring,
but there is no difficulty in telling when this level is
reached. The slightest jarring of the chamber, even
the closing of the door to the laboratory, may produce
large fluctuations in the output which persist for 5
or 10 minutes. Normally microphonics caused by bump-
ing the chamber or the support of the head amplifier
unit are damped out in a few seconds.
The "normal" fluctuations in output voltage were
the subject of considerable fruitless investigation.
The output voltage varies from about -40 + 0,4. mv to
600 + 3 mv as the source-chamber separation is changed
from about 20 cm to 5 cm. A n\imber of tests were made
to see if these fluctuations could be reduced. Two
different 10 ohm Vlctoreen resistors were used, mounted
-so i.3ii:u,p : ij:-! iii ^:ij *io v^^jucJ r.nj o:- x:;oxjo*ioq
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in two different ways In the head amplifier, '^hile the
air-filled coax was being used, the Teflon insulators
and the spring contact in the guard-ring section were
eliminated by threading the center electrode to the
center conductor of the coax. The air-filled coax was
replaced by the evacuated coax. Cleaning of the Teflon
insulators with soap and water and rinsing with dis-
tilled water was replaced by the process previously de-
scribed. No detectable improvement in "stability" was
achieved, ^t one time an increased instability was ob-
served and was found to be caused by one of the 300v
batteries in the battery bank, whose output voltage had
dropped to about 2>40v. All new batteries were installed
in the battery bank and in the Rubicon potentiometer,
and the fluctuations subsequently remained normal.
Although it is difficult to calculate the statisti-
cal fluctuations to be expected, a lower limit can be
''13)
calculated roughly, using the results of Evans ^ ' for
the statistics of counting rate meters. The fractional
standard deviation of a single instantaneous reading of
a counting rate meter receiving a random pulses per
second, each producing a charge, q, is 0'((v)/Q-_ «
(l/2aRC)-^/^, where RC is the time constant of the circuit
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in seconds. ''Tien the output is recorded on a chart, about
95 percent of the fluctuations will lie between + 20",
In a source of about 3 mc there p.re about 1.12 x 10
disintegrations per second. There are two y-reys in
cascade fro© each disintegrating atom of Co . Although
these two v-rays are not statistically independent, if
there is no angular correlation between the two rays and
if the solid angle subtended by the chamber is not too
large, the y-rays incident on the chamber can be considered
as arriving randomly. Since the probability that an
ionizing event will occur is small and random, we should
not be far wrong in assuming that the a ionizing events
are occurring randomly.
At most the number of ionizing events per second in
the chajBber is the flux subtended by the solid angle of
the cnamber times the attenuation of the flux by the
chamber. Along the diameter of the chamber there is l/A"
of lucite, density I.IS g/cc, and l/2« of decane, den-
sity 0,73 g/cc, or a total thickness of 1.67 g/cm of es-
sentially air-equivalent material. At an average energy
of 1.25 Mev for the Co y-rays the total absorption
-5 -1
coefficient in air is about 7,?5 x 10 cm and the mean
2
free path about 17.6 g/cm . The detection efficiency
is thus about 1.67/17.6 = 0.095. The total cross section
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of the chamber contp.ining the sensitive volume is about
2
3, B cm • The tine constant of the circuit was esti-
mated by noting the length of time required for a high
voltage reading to resch background when the source
was quickly removed. This time was between 5 and 10
seconds and the time constant is then roughly 1,6 seconds
(RC = 10 X 10 X lO"'^ 3 1 second). Comparing the
calculated and observed values of fractional standard
deviation at 20 cm and at 5 emi
At 20 cm At 5 cm
ft « 2.24 X 10^ X -rS^ X 0.095 a = 2.2A X 10^ x 1=4 ^ 0.095
a « 1.6 X 10^ a = 2.57 x 10^
2aRC « 5.1 X lO'^ 2aRC =« 3.2 x 10^
The air-filled chamber gave 20 -jr 0.2 mv output at
the 5-cm position. The detection efficiency is re-
duced to about 0.04.0 and
^^Cqn/Q-. = 0.0017 as compared
with 0.005 from the data.
These calculations give only a rough idea of the
order of magnitude of the true statistical fluctuations.
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The georaetricfil calculations are rough, and the effi-
ciency calcule^tions are too hi^h, because the average
thickness of the chamber Is less than the full diameter
and because the ionizing electrons are predominantly
in the forward direction, so that the contributions
from the rear wall are probably small. An assumption
in this statistical analysis of counting rate meters
is that each ionizing event produces the same charge, q.
This is not fulfilled in Compton scattering, where the
electrons have initial energies froE zero to about 1,1
60
Mev from the v-ravs of Co • The variations in specific
ionization and r>ath length in the chamber tend to make
the observed fluctuations greater than the calculated
value, and the observed fluctuations are not unreason-
ably larger than what would be expected simply from the
statistical nature of the processes.
The Johnson noise from the resistor B is I^ScTAF,
where Af is of the order of magnitude of 10 cp.s. At
500°K this amounts to O.OA tav when R « 10 ohms. The
observed fluctuations with the chamber and coax discon-
nected vYere about + 0,015 mv.
-ill© <*^^ ^T<- 7095 ..
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5, Inverse-square response
The Inverse-square response was obtained using the
Co source ujounted in a small Incite tube 5 mm in dia-
meter. The source is about 5 mm long and 1 mm in dia-
meter. The results are plotted in Fig, 3, Tnen the
air-filled coax was used, it was necessary to average the
readings obtained with opposite polarities of the collec-
ting voltage. The collection of ions due to contact po-
tential gives currents which are always in the same
direction and cancel out in the average reading. With
the evacuated coax installed there is practically no con-
tribution to ion current except in the chamber, and both
positive and negative collecting voltages give a flat
inverse-square response except at small distances.
The effect of increasing the collecting voltage from
300v to 1200v is a definite improvement in the inverse-
square response at small distances and indicates the im-
portance of general recombination. The dosage rate et
the chamber with the Co*^ source at 5 cm is about 1.6
p/hr, ?anDilla found that with a oOOv collecting vol-
tage the general recombination loss was only about 1 per-
cent at 3.6 r/hr, and this figure is in good agreement
with his calculations from the diffusion equation in
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plane geometry. On this basis the general recombina-
tion loss at 1200v should be about 1/16 that for SOOv
at the sase dosage rate. Assuming that the departure
from ideal inverse- square response is due entirely to
general recombination, the fall-off at 5 cm and 1200v
should be only about 0,8 percent from the inverse-
square data, where? s the actual value is about A.»4 per-
cent.
Part of this departure from ideal inverse-square
(5)law response is probably geometrical, Kaye and Binks, ^ -^
using a 2 cc and a /^O cc cylindrical, graphite-wall »ir
chajaber, found thst the large chsmber gave readings
which increased too rapidly at small distances, while
the small chamber gave a small rise sud then a rapid
fall-off below about 5 cm. The explanation is that there
are two opposing effects: 1) the effective center of
the chamber is clo.*ser to the source than the geometri-
cal center and 2) the ends of the chamber are further
from the source than is the geometrical center, Which
of these effects predominates at a given distance de-
pends on the chamber and source geometry. At large dis-
tances the source and chamber are effectively points,
but scattered radiation and air absorption may have ap-
preciable effect. These, too, are opposing effects, and
the net effect in our experiment is apparently negligible.
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III. PKNBTRATION OF y-RAYS THROUGH A MEDIUM
A. v-'Ray Interactions
The problem of the penetration of v-rays through
a large mass of matter is extremely difficult to handle
theoreclcally due to the complex nature of the analy-
tical expressions for the interactions and the fact
that multiple interactions will necessarily occur. In
the studies being undertal-cen here, ho7fever, the use of
mediiHB energy radiation and, in general, light (low 7)
materials, results in a situation such that only Comp-
ton interactions are of importance. The only exception
is found in the investigations involving scattering
from lead where photo-absorption becomes an important
factor.
The Compton effect alone, hO'jever, requires suffi-
ciently complicated equations to describe the interaction
to make theoretical treatments extremely difficult.
When a photon of energy hi;' makes elastic collision with
an electron, the electron obtains a fraction of this
energy, and the remaining energy appears as a photon of
lesser energy hv?, . In the collision energy and momen-
tum must be conserved, consequently the energy trejismit-
ted to the electron and that retained by the photon must
yI2iss8e9»n XIlw enoXvTaai^^ni ylci-
-illue adtinpei ^levo-'Ori tSfioIs itostls nod-qccoa
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be such tliet:
EvT 1 + a_(l - cosQ)
arid E^ = hi? - nv>p o 1
(III-I)
for any given scattering angle, 9. Here a is the in-
cident photon energy hv? expressed in terms of the
rest mass of the electron and E is the energy of the
recoil electron. These equations are valid for any
selected angle 0, but say nothing about the relative prob-
ability of scattering at fsny particular angle. The
theory of Klein and Nishina, however, gives the -orob-
ability per electron for scattering at a given angle
per unit solid angle in a single collision as a function
of both scattering angle and incident photon energy hi? :
where r is the classical electron radius e /mc
,o o '
^^/y^ is given by Ec. (III-I), and dH = 2?f sinO d9.
The fact that the scattering is such a complex function
of the angle 9, along with the change in wavelength
with scattering constitute the najor source of the mathe-
matical difficulties in a theoretical trestrcent of the
Si K
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scattering Droblem. If the incident T^hotons are mono-
energetic and make only a single collision it is pos-
sible, although tedious, to use the preceding equations
to calculate the energy and angular distribution of
the continuous spectrua of degraded photons resulting
therefrom. When, however, multiple collisions are con-
sidered, with successive energy degradations, the mathe-
matical difficulties become extreme, so that only ap-
proximate tneories are available to date. In fact,
this last statement also applies to neutron collisions
which are auch less complex in nature, ^ ^^
Compton scattering is strongly anisotropic. At
large cuantum energies most of the scattering tends to
occur in the forward direction in a small angled cone
about the direction of the incident uiiotons. From the
Klein-Nishina equation, Davisson^ ^ h£iS calculated the
fraction of the singly scattered photon energy which
is scattered bet's^een 9° and Q up to 9 5= 180 for various
incident energies a . From these calculations the
angle
'^i/n containing half the scattered energy flux
can be calculated. This is presented in Table III-l, on
the following page. From this table it is obvious that
the cone containing half the scattered energy ooens
slowly as the incident photon energy decreases until it
oric 7- Ltl ddJ- 11 iota












approaches 90° at small a •
Table IIi-l
hv^/a^c^ S a^ 10 4 2 1
\/'l ;^9° 38° A7°
OU 0.1 0.0
62° 78° 90°
When considering interactions between medium energy
photons and heavy (highZ) materials the photoelectric
effect also becomes important. Either the primary pho-
tons, the Goffipton-scattered Dhotons, or both mfiy be
completely ??bsorbed by an atom, resulting in the ejec-
tion of an atomic electron having the full photon energy
less its own binding energy. This interaction acts as
a sink for photons in the medium preventing their ex-
cape from or further scattering within the medium. This
effect is of importance, however, only for low quantum
energies in light materials, or for medium ('^ 1 Mev)
energies in heavy material.
B. Review of Previous Studies of y-Hay Penetration
Considerable theoretical and experimental vrork has
been done on the penetration of photons ti-irough absor-
bers. '% are here most interested in studies where a
oJt'ld'oeieocfoil V ert:+ - Vissxi hna atrro.1
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small radioactive source In embedded Inside a tlriiclc
absorber along with an imbedded detector in an attempt
to determine if studies utiliising a semi-infinite
Biediurc can be utilized to predict behavior in an infi-
nite (very thick) Medium.
!• Gray^ ' in a series of measurements using a
large aluminum cylinder (4^0 cm in diameter and 60 era
long) with the source &n& detector imbedded in a cen-
tral hole and separated by aluminum plui<s found that
scattering never compensated for absorption. Values
of the build-up factor in aluminum have been calculated
from Gray»s results for comparison with the results
obtained when using a semi-infinite mass. This is dis-
cussed in Section IV-C below*
2. Lamerton^ ^ has made extensive calculations
on the penetration of X-ray beaias of energy up to 2.6
Mev through tissue-like media. He sets up the integral
describing the effects of single scattering and eval-
uates it both numerically and analytically (by using a
simpler approximation to the Klein-Nishlna formulation).
He calculates the effects of multiple scattering, ap-
proximately, using the assumption that an equilibrium
is set up with respect to scattered radiation of orders
higher than the first. This gives an approximation of
^^garsctd-s hb hX 'so.^os^L^b b t as dtXw ^noi is
-ria. CTtS /i iOiYnrityJi i'iXiixtiq i:ilc^i.i ©d nao :sai*bo'3
3f»jjisV ,noXSq'j lo'i hecrssfiaqmoo Tsvsn • "^xieji-soe
"S-* "^i^^tgv .1,. j;:^-i
-'Xj^siu
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the totfil fjOS£.ge and the percent due to scatterecl radi-
ation. The results, hov^ever, are rough and applicable
only on the axis of fc. beam.
S, In an attempt to solve the beam penetration
'17 IB)problem theoretically, PUrschfelder et al^ *•*•'' de-
veloped a method for estimating the intensity of y^^ays
which hfve pessed through a thick absorber, "'^/hile the
theory is only fipproyimste it is worthy of study since
it is of considersble assistfince in obtaining a physi-
cal feeling for the problem of multiple scattering with-
out getting too greatly involved in trathernatical detail,
(a) T>ieir approach considers the case of a
broad beam of iDonochromatic y-rays of energy hJ^ inci-
dent norwally on a thick fibsorber (made up of light
material so that Compton scattering predominates). They
then break up the radiation at any depth in the absor-
ber into unscattercd, singly, doubly, etc. scattered
photons and attempt to calculate the X~component of
each of these groups. This, of course, can be done ex-
actly in the case of singly scattered photons by set-
ting u;^ the integral describing the amount of radiation
scattered by a volume element to a point beyond the ab-
sorber (as ha.s been done in Reference 19). The mathe-
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gration is the scattering angle ^. The integral is,
however, still difficult to handle analytically due to
the complicated form of the Klein-Nishina formula. Con-
sequently the authors integrate it numerically and
tabulate the intensity of the singl^^-scattered photons
for various initial energies h>7 and slab thicknesses
o
X* The results are then interpreted in tercis of an
average sngle of scattering ? chosen such that the same
emergent intensity (X-component) would result if all the
photons were deflected through ? rather than over the
distribution of angles which actually obtains. Values
of ? are calculated for various hv' and slab thicknesses
to be utilized in multiple-scattering calculations, Ml
singly-scattered photons are assumed to be scattered at
the same angle ^ , determined by h>^ . This fixes their
energy hi',. But the average scattering axtgle of nhotons
of energy hV^ has already been calculated so that ?,
,
the average angle of deflection of the doubly-scattered
photons, is known. This then fixes their cuantum energy
hv^2« Thus the i -scattered photons are considered as
all having the same angle of deflection and energy. This
substitution for the actual continuous spectrum simpli-
fies the mathematics considerably, Hirschfelder et al
then set up a differential equation for the 1 beam.
... -rinl^ -vi:!- In rrrol bs:? l^t
J.' . U he-sillJ-xj <' ocf
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Stating thf5.t the change In the X-eomponent of the
th
1 -scattered photons in layer dX is the difference
between the increase due t-o the (i-l)th-scattered pho-
tons which undergo one more scattering in dX and the
loss clue to the scattering in dX of those photons
which have already undergone i scatterings. Fach
beam is thus given by the solution of a differential
equation of this type which ±s very closely analogous
to the differential equations for series radioactive
decay. The sum of these solutions then gives the X-
component of the energy intensity emergent from the
slab. The dose is then taken to be prooortional to the
gradient of this energy intensity,
(b) Frora this they present tables of values
of the X-componem: of the intensity and average quantum
energy of the unscattered, singly, doubly, etc, scat-
tered photon? (up to i » 5) emergent from slabs of
various thicknesses, (These values are exact, however,
only for the ^jnscattered and singly-scattered photons.)
Using curve fitting inethof's they then obtain analytical
expressions for both emergent total intensity and dose.
For example, for a «
^^^o^^o^*^
" ^*
ilioj^L .\rw.3Z2^o - ..;-,... • ;;-^'ri..: siV:m noxriT'
lliii ;i lo nc: ' n©vi '-iff
i.')T'''
-V rr .i '-' "r sa iv . ;?;. 'f •••,• '
-^'-T. •^ -.1 fr ."^ r '' < " i ->r i ia f^. , , '\i , \ f>,
•; /,B bnB to ,*^:' •>-X •ff;t "to
2t _ total eroergent IntengJtv fx^eomnonfint)
I. " incident Intensity
(III-2)
Y^— = (1 + 0.4S'?D + O.OSOr^)e~^ (III-S)
inc
dose ^ ' ^ (j^—) == Y^ (0.527 + 0.073D^)e"^^/^inc inc
(lIX-4.)
and for a = 10
I




(«1_) = ^^i_ . (0,38 + O.OiD + 0.02D^)©''^^/^
(III-6)
where D is the slah thlclcness in me&n free paths of the
incident photons and I^..^ is the incident intensity. In
Sqs. (III-4) and (III-5) the coefficient of e"^ is es-
sentially the build-up factor exprossin^s? the ratio of
total to primary radiation as a function of depth of
penetration. This ratio ohviously increases faster than
linearly with D and does not approach a limiting value
for large D, The equation differs from the intensity
•3D/2
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This is appreciable only at small D and represents the
fact that the Compton absorption coefficient <r is
energy dependent,
(c) Hirschfelder also tabulates infoirmation
conceimlne; the s-nectriim of the scattered radiation which
gives further informs tion on the penetration problem.
From a data presented the exponential attenuation of the
priHaries and the build-up end attenuation of the scat-
tered beams in a manner that resembles series radioac-
tive decay may be readily seen. It also shows that the
total transmitted bearo has ."?. greater intensity than the
primary beam, with the ratio increasing with D,
U* Fano and others ^^^'^•^»^^*^^^ have developed
theoretical methods for calculation of the radiation field
of a point source of y-rays in an infinite absorbing
medium, and have also carried out experiments, the re-
sults of which appear to support the theory. The ex-
press experimental results in terms of a "build-up factor"
defined as the ratio of observed total dosage rate to
the dosage rate expected on a basis of good geometry
absorption only,
TJX. \„,4n^ ^ -.4.^« - observed dosage rateBF » build-up factor = primary dosage rate
3 1 + dosage rate due to scattered radiation
primary dosage rate
-.''ye 9il^ lo noj IlifCf .-tq
C '-" J. .-f 1 I
.
blsJcl rfoJf:d-«.tbBT erf o^tffiIrTr^^•^f>
-to'> l5*>Jt:t«^TOf?f(d'
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If one considered tliat an eqnilibri'om were reached be-
tween the primary and secondary radiation this quantity
would be expected to asyrcptotically approach a constant
value greater tlmn unity at large disttinces from th«
source. This concept of equilibrium implies that the
ratio of secondary radiation to prim&ry approaches,
asymptotically, a constant value, and that the quality
of the radiation becomes independent of the depth of
penetration. This is, hojvever, not the case. Some of
the scattered photons are only infinite siiaally softer
than the primaries and are deflected through only infi-
nitesiaal angles. As a result the assuraed approach to
equilibrium is prevented. Fano et al predict a build-
up factor 3r , \?here k is a constant of the order of
unity which depends on h and the absorber, and where
p » 1 rifp. In addition Spencer and Fano^ "^""-^ report
another approach complementary to that of the earlier
papers. Calculations of the build-up factor of Co in
water are in good agreement with the experimental re-
sults obtained by White, ^ ^
(pK)
5, Foldy and Osborn^ ' have developed a theory
mainly applicable to light absorbers and photon energies
such that the total absorption coefficient is approxi-
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to the diffusion equation describing the change in the
nmaber of photons having energies and angles in a given
range in going through an infinitesimal thickness at
any depth, Thev limit themselves, however, to high-
energv Dhotons "by their use of the small angle approxi-
mation. This results in a fairly simple analytical ex-
pression for the spectral distribution of the radiation
60
at any depth X, which, when anplled to Co v-ravs pre-
dicts a spectrum of the general shape of that obtained
by Spencer and Fano, but with too large a soft compo-
nent (due to approximations used In the solution)c.
6, B. D. Evans (^mpublished) suggests a simple
senl-erapirlcal treatment of a point source in a homo-
geneous medium, making use of the fact thpt the ratio
of secondary dose rate to priuary dose rfite is approxi-
mately proportional to the distance frora the source.
He considers a point source of v-rays In an infinite
medium emitting N photons per second of energy F. Let
dF be the energy absorption per second in a spherical
shell, about the source, of radius r and thickness dr.
Then the total energy absorption rate from the primaries
3ii7 ' ^ '
:f
.X t5T<5r-'--i r'<-»> r^u^if;;.::,;* •rt^'>^
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/ dR . = NE —
^
prim }A
where \k^ = f + K + (T
and tA «*t + K.+ <y 4'<r^
"^o a s
Since |i-,/u^ Is the fractional energy lost per primary
a o
photon per collision, and each primary photon makes
exactly one collision, the total energy absorption rate
in the medium is NE, so the scattered radiation delivers
a total energy to the medium given by:
sec ii_ {i
B... = JIE - NE -^ = SE —
o
Making use of the experimantal fact tbat the build-up
factor BF increases ?oine?rhat faster then linearly *ith
r, assume
dB
sec _ _ /., _.\ic
where ic is slightly greater than unity. Bud is a func-
tion of photon energy E and the Eitomic number of the ab-
sorbing medium. Integration then gives e value of B_^^
which can be set ecual to that obtained above to obtain










^^^^r. « a(l*^r)^ (NE e ^ u„ a\sec ^^o ' L a rj
R..» » a NE ;!^ / (%^)'''
«''*°'"
<3(fo^)sec u
« a NE -— riK+ 1) = a NE -^ k r(k)
a -a
Equating this to NE -r- gives
1 s
so that the build-up factor is given by
dR 1 ^ V
The unknown k can then be evaluated by calculating BP
as a function of ^i r for several k, and determining
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F/j ^i - G'^ck sea ^tef/'ff^
The scattering media investigated were water,
aluminijm, iron, and lead. To approximate semi-infi-
nite media for source-chamber separations up to 20
cm, the following raaterials were used:
Water - a glass aquarium filled with water giving
a mediiM 30 cm ?riLde, 30 cm deep, and 50
cm long.
Aluminum - loiir aluminum blocks giving a medium
55 cm wide, 10 cm deep, and 33 cm long.
Iron - one piece 20 cm wide, 6 cm deep, ejad 36
cm long.
Lead - three lead bricks giving a medium 30 cm
wide, 7.3 cm deep, and 30 cm long.
The Co"*^ source in its small lucite tube was moun-
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was filed flat so that the S-ibei length of Co wire
could lie horizontally and practically in contact with
the scattering medi"JB, In the "sid^-scattering" ex-
periments the mounting was suspended from a horizontal
rod and adjusted to be in contact with the scattering
medium when the hotton* of the chansber just touched the
medium. Approximate source-chamber separations, s, of
5 cm, 10 cm, 15 cei, and 20 cie were used. The actual
positions were marked on the horizontal rod and could
be duplicated within about \/ 1, Km,
The distsjice d bet?reen the source-chamber plrne and
the surfrce of the scattering medium was adjusted by
placing the nedium on a 12" SQuere nsetal plate welded
to the top of a smull hydraulic jack, which was used
to raise i..n<^ lower the medium. The distance d could
be measured to about hk 0.1 nJin,
2, Back-scettering
For these measurements the source was mounted to lie
beneath the chsmbcr and in contact with the scattering
medium. Approximately 5 and 10 cm separations between
the medium and the bottom of the chamber were used.
v^
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The percentag© increase in chamler current due
to scattering, as the scattering medium is brought
from d = 10 cm to d « cm, is shown in Figs, 5, 6, 7,
«nd 8» The percentage increase is based on the reading
obtained with the scattering medium and the jack re-
Boved, The scattering from the environiaent was shown
to be quite small from the inverse-square response,
so that the scattering from the floor beneath the
medium should be negligible. This was borne out by the
fact that a 4" thickness of wood larger in area than
the media, which ?ras placed on the floor to raise the
level of the jack in some of the measurements, made no
detectable change in reading when it was removed. The
results of V&nDilla'^'^^ and Faust^"^^ indicate that a
thickn'^ss of about half a mean free path is sufficient
to approximate an infinite thickness of medium.
At small separations, s, and small distances, d,
the media are good eT>proxiraations to semi-lnfinlte media*
At the extreme position where the separation is 20 cm
and the medium is 10 cm below the source and chamber the
readings may be somewhat low. The effect of decreasing
ue
©a' .
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the size and thickness of the inediTim was observed by-
using various combinations of the four aluaiinum
blocks for a source-chamber separation of 20 cm. When
the distance d is less than 2.5 cm, no detectable dif-
ference was observed. When the distance d is 10 cm,
the decrease with a half-width of aluminum was about
0,5 percent. The accuracy of the measurement is about
+ 0,25 percent.
The measurements at all positions would b© expec-
ted to be somewhat low, because the response of the
chamber falls off at photon energies below 400 kev.
How serious this loss will be depends on how much of
the total photon energy incident on the chamber is car-
ried by photons in this non-linear response region.
The losses in these experiments are probably rather
small because at separations which are less than two or
three mean free paths of the primary radiation in the
medium, the principal contribution to scattered flux is
from singly-scattered Compton photons, VanDilla has
estimated this loss at 2-3 mfp*s in an infinite medium,
considering the Co y-rays and eoual contributions by
singly and doubly scattered photons, as about 1 percent.
At larger separations in tersis of mfp we are using
materials whose photoelectric cross-section is becoming
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quite large for photons below 4,00 kev. In lead the
photons scattered into the chamber would be almost en-
tirely of energies greater than 500-4-00 *^ev because
lead is practically "opacue" to photons below this
energy.
2^ Back-scattering
The percentage increase in chamber current due to
"back-scattering" is shown in Fig, 9. Since the mini-
mum scattering angle for singly scattered photons to
reach the detector is 90^, and the average angle is
more nearly 180 , most of the scattered photons will
have energies beloi* 300 kev. At 130° the energy is down
to 200 kev. All percentage increases should therefore
be multiplied by a factor of about 1.1, because it is
only the increase in chamber current due to scattering
which is attenuated 10 percent as indicated by the
frequency r«sponse characteristics of the chamber.
C. Interpretation of Besults i Comparison with Ccattering
in an Infinite Medium
1. Side-scattering
The curves of Figs. 5, 6, 7, and 8 have the same
general shape, except when the scattering medium is
within about 1 cm of the source and detector, and resemble
•aju«o«cf vwi OOA-005 narfcf ieiB»ni idlsien© 1o xl9ilt
8irf:f X^ bed-^Dibnl a^ drrsoiaq 01 fteij-ouned^js Hi xlolrfw
.T»cffflJ3rf3 srij^ 'to 3 0l;t«ii©J'0i4ijaff9 senoqaei .-.v^jpeil
M»8 ©ri:t 9TBX1 8 bnr Z"' ,'^ j. ..-isl'? lo isviifo sriT
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the build-up of scattered radiation obtained by VanDilla
outside a water medium. A significant difference oc-
curs &t smaller distances, however, when the source-
chamber separation in mean free paths becomes large.
There is then a decrease in scattered radiation reaching
the chamber because the photons which reach the chamber
are trareling farther in the medium and have a greater
probability of being multiply-scattered and of being ab-
sorbed by the photoelectric process. The shape of the
curves is thus the result of two opposing effects. As
the scattering fflaterial is brought closer the '^illumi-
nation" of each volume element of scattering material
becomes more intense and the illiimination of the detec-
tor by the scattering volume becomes even more intense,
because the distances between the volume element and
both the source and the detector are decreasing. In ad-
dition, we see from Table III-l that half of the photon
energy of the singly-scattered Compton photons from each
small volume element lies within a cone whose axis is
along the direction of the primary radiation and whose
vertex angle is about 70 • The detector intercepts more
of the scattered energy as the scattering angles from a
given volume 'slement to the detector decrease due to this
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anisotropic angular distribution of scattered radiation.
As the siirface of the scattering msterial gets very close
to the plane of the source and detector, however, a
point is reached where these distances and angles are
changing so slowly, and the p£.th lengths in the medium
increasing so rapidly, that the net illumination at the
detector decreases if the attenuation in the medium is
sufficiently severe. At d = the paths of the scattered
photons from a point source to a point detector would
lie entirely in the medium. A chamber of finite size lo-
cated entirely outside the raediimi will always detect
some photons which are scattered near the surf i ce of the
medium and whose paths traverse very little of the
medium. For this reason the experimental dat?: obtained
at small distances, d, v.dll Indicate a larger component
of scattered radiation than lA'ould be obtained with a point
detector.
Figure 10 shows the effect of varying the source-
chamber separation vhen d, is held constant at 2,5 cm.
The primary radiation at the detector falls off \d.th the
inverse-square of the separation, s, as s increases; but
the scattered radiation falls off less rapidly due to
the anisotropy of the Conpton-scattered r-hotons. At
d = 2.5 cm the increasing attenuation v^ith path lengths
65
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in the medlLun never exceeds the 'amplification*' obtained
as the scattering angles decrease, and all four mater-
ials yield an increased percent scattered radiation as
^ increases.
As the electron density increases from water to
lead, there ere more scattering centers per unit voliHne;
and a larger fraction of scattered flux originates
within a given distance from the surface of the mediUTn.
Both of these factors tend to increase the scattered
flux at the detector for the same values of d and _s.
However, there is a greater attenuation of flux per unit
path length in the medium due to multiple scattering and
to photoelectric absorption, and the atomic cross-sec-
tion for the latter increases with about the fourth
power of Z at a given photon energy. The interplay of
these factors is a complicated fimction of the nature of
the medium and the geometry of the experiment. Figures
11 and 12 show that over a wide range of d and s. the
trend is an increased scattering with decreasing values
of 'I of the medium v/hen Z is large and photoelectric ab-
sorption is appreciable, /.t low values of Z the trend
reverses, because nho toelectric ebsorntion is becoming
relatively imim^ortant and the mean free path for Comp-
ton scattering at a i^iven photon energy is increasing
;©fflrrIov &lmj teg «Ta>tn99 ?^i^9."t;teoa ©torn bi^ ©larfit ^bAel
bs jTonl ocf on«i aio^oal seadct lo riitofl
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with the decreasing electron density. The inverse-
square attenuation of illumination and the larger scat-
tering angles which result when the photons that
reach the chamber are scattered from points deeper in
the medium tend to decrease the scattered flux at the
detector as the electron density decreases.
In water the mean free path of primary nhotons from
Co is 15,6 cm, while in aliffliinum it is 6,7 cm, so
that roughly tvdce the thictaiess of material is reouired
to approximate s semi-infinite medium of water as is
required for aluminum, Y^en s. and d are small, the geo-
metry of the exp-eriment is changed more radically by
the absolute magnitudes of the effective thickness of
the scattering m.edium than when £ and d are large.
Some information of practical value can be drawn
from the results of the side-scattering experiments, P
thin sheet of lead placed over a scattering medium of
lower Z and appreciable thickness could be used to reduce
scattering when the source and detector are not too
close to the scattering medium. At large source-detec-
tor separations an aluminum collimator could be used to
increase the dosage rate at the detector. At s = 20 cm
an increase in dosage rate from Co"^ of about 30 percent
nl laqseb acfnioq moil be aa o-f 'o eri^f dOiS*^
fliOTt aiio;tv ttcr In .rftqrr •At'?: rr*».^'Tf 9ri:t T^^tflw rrl
J. : ) ' „-.; jj .
bell: t Y-triSJ^oT d^«ri;f
&1 Z'l T^l-sw to 'tl:*^i-'^rf|-i:in»8 « s^tenlxoTO'r'? o^
^fcf Y-tJ 1 aioffi ;i1o 51 i 9 srld" lo y^^**
to c: t «^-7- ^tost?'^ 5''<'.'+ to T^^buS im.?^^' e:tiLfXc»(fs arii
rrwflib »cf nao eulsv i^ol^DBiq lo nold-sfno'tnl stnoa
-393"9.b-»oiJoa ey-Tril J . - h£il'w;j;i ^Aoi'. ^ni qS ©solo
?rf hiiro'. lion fliunidniB riB znotSBtBqsM tot
&ni^oi€K:', 06 :fLfiXis to '-''-'o'J sioi'l d^t«i ss^i^aeb ni •Siseioni om
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would be obtained over a volume similar to that of our
detector with collimator walls about 0,5 cm away from
the sensitive volume.
As VanDilla h? s pointed out, with a point source
and a point detector the increase in scattering of an
infinite Eedium as compared with a semi-infinite
medium will be due to two contributions: 1) the ecual
scattering contribution of the second half-infinite
raedium and 2) the contribution of scattering between
the two half-infinite media. Figures 13 and 14 show
the effect of using this idea to estimate build-up fac-
tor in an infinite medium when the source and detector
geometries are rather broad, as they are in this experi-
ment, especially near d = where the attenuation is
changing rapidly with small changes in angle,
mv^-wju ^4. A ^ *^4 A total dosage rateThe build-up factor is defined as
. 4^^^,, ^^^l\,^ ^^-t-^ •primary dosage rete
The build-up factor in aluminum was calculated from
Evans' ^'^'^^ analysis of Gray»s^"^^^ data. The EF as de-
termined experimentally in water by VanDilla and by
White ^ ^ agree very well, and the recent theoretical
calculations by Spencer and Fano^''^'^ fit these data out
to 16 mfp«s, where the BF is about 33.3. The build-up
factor is obtained from our data from the relation BF =
tuo It lev;
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. . u r
1 ^ percent increase ^ ^ o ,, « mv,^ i^^ ,«-« ^ -p-^-^ +-i->-i r.1 +
., ;^..> X e X r. ihe Dasis for tinsiUu
relation is that had the scattering mediusj been "brought
to a slightly negative distance (source inside the
medium), the actue,l increase in chamber current would
rem&in the same, but the percentage of increase would
-u r
be based on the current measured in air x e ° , The
factor f is the ratio of the EF-1 in an infinite medium
to the same quantity in a semi-infinite mediiM, and we
would expect it to have a value somewhat larger than 2,
As indicated in Figs. 13 and I4. this concept
gives fair agreement between the build-up factor in
semi-infinite and infinite media at small source-chamber
separations, where the effect of attentuation is sms.ll
(up to about 1 mfd) At larger separations, ho\7ever,
the build-up factor for a semi-infinite medium, com-
puted with f = constant, tends to approach an exponen-
tial. The behavior of the factor f as a function of
source-chamber seraration is also shovm in Fig. 15. This
figure shows conclusively that f ^ constant, but in
fact decreases continuously as the source-chamber separa-
tion increases, probably ultimately tending towards
zero. Values of f less than 2 can be explained by con-
sideration of the fact that Compton scattering is
strongly anisotropic, with the greater scattering occurring
^u
ntdt lot sl^^cf - .'^ r. °"^- ^L^1:1^£lI
Sfji ebl&nl ©o-ciuroa) 9011iJ"2lf". evl 5 o^t
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at small gjigles in the forward direction. As the
source-chamber distance is increased, this anisotropy
results in f greater percentage of the scattered radia-
tion reaching the detector after one or two small-
angle scatterings near the surface of the medium. Con-
sequently, a lf:rge psrt of the path length is in air
and is no longer attenuated by the medium. The trend
tovmrd a vsjiishing value of f is thus due, primarily,
to the finite si:';e of the detector and is a complex
function of the electron density of the medium and the
solid angle subtended, at the source, by the detector.
It can be corrected only by reducing the detector size.
An ideal point source and point detector would not
show this effect, since the paths of all scattered
radiation reach-ing the detector would then lie wholly
within the scattering medium. The large value of f at
smell source-chamber separations indicates the impor-
tant contribution to total flir? at the chamber by mul-
tiply-scattered photons. At small separations the
major contributions are due to large-angle scattering.
The absence of half of an infinite medium allows the
escape of photons which might otherwise be detected by
virtue of irultiple scattering kind hence multiple tra-
versals of the detector.
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2. Back-scattering
The results of the back-scatterin?^ experiments in-
dicate that the percent increase is relatively inde-
pendent of geometry. This effect can be explained by
considering that the mejority of the scattered photons
which strike the detector originate in a rather small
region in the medium behind the source. The scat-
tering angles of singly-scattered photons which re©ch
the detector will lie between 90° and 150°. For these
scattering angles the energies of the scattered photons
are then mostly less tlian 300 kev. At these lor; ener-
gies the absorption and scattering cross-sections be-
come cuite Ic.rge. In all cases material deeper then
about one-half mean, free path of the primary radiation
will contribute essentially no additional detectable
scattering c*t the detector. It is then possible, for
qualitative visualization purposes, to conceive of an
^linage" source located in the medium directly behind the
true source, and only a small fraction of a mean free
path below the surface, from which the scattered radia-
tion emajiates. This "image^- source is not, hovsever, an
image in the optical sense of the v,ord since it does
not reproduce exactly the position and frequency
f-i? -V a i-.'t-'*. n :- «.-r«> r-rJ
















ch«rfect«rl$tlc» of tia# »oure«. It in, rfeth#r, s
"ptmiao-lBiJf^'' providing mmth lo-mr tTmnmier r^^dla-
tldn (gb^iut aOO-SOO k«¥ for i% Cis^ »o«r«#) which i»
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b#r X ami d^^slty^". for hmv^/ (high :': ^.-ad hlgho)
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f^«#, ^hlid *"or light mat»rl&l« (lo^ k .^-i?d. lo^s' ^) It
will Il« ». cofi»l<««pjvbIy gr«i.i«t«r 41»te.rin«? N^low lt»
nth thU concert it 1$ possible t« explain why
tfe» p*r««nt lfie?«f»s« In risdi^stlon r@c#lir#d et tti« d.e*
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the fan* dttenu^tlon 4^m to th« lnv0r»«-s^usr® «ff€sct.
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Since from aliamlnora to water the mean free path of
primary radiation increeses 6,7 cm to I'J, 6 cw, the
position of the iaage source has jnoved far enough
Into the Eedluffi so that inverse-souare attenuation
reverses the trend. Thus high Z nifsterials do not
«Xlofr the fall potentiality of the mediiim for beck-
scattering to be realized, while B&t«rliil& with io'^
electron density yield g?ppreci&"ble back-scattering
contributions from greater distances below the sur-
face of the medium. The variation of back-scattering
with 7. is the result of these two opposing effects.
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